National Survey of State Laws

• Previous Joseph L. Andrews Bibliographical Award Winner
• Named one of New York Public Library’s Outstanding Reference Resources
• Wilson Library Quarterly’s Field Tested Reference Resource
• Repeatedly Cited by the United States Supreme Court

NEW 7th EDITION AVAILABLE IN PRINT AND ONLINE!

“The time a product like this saves is potentially huge—having to do something like this on your own would quickly prove both tedious and expensive. At typical paralegal billing rates, saving three or four hours of research time would pay for the title. It is hard to imagine a resource that provides more bang for the buck.”

-David Matchen, AALL Spectrum Blog, 2016
The National Survey of State Laws has saved countless researchers and librarians significant time and effort in performing multistate research.

- Deanna Barmakian, AALL Spectrum Magazine, June 2003

The Latest Edition since 2008, NOW AVAILABLE in Print and Online!

The Hein Company is proud to publish the new 7th edition to NSSL. This new edition of NSSL covers the dramatic changes that have happened in many areas of law since 2008 and is also the most accurate and comprehensive edition ever. This indispensible reference work provides an overall view of some of the most-asked about and controversial legal topics in the United States: abortion, the right to die, gun control, prayer in public schools, marijuana, marriage, personal income tax, drunk driving, capital punishment, right to work, lemon law, leases and other agreements, child custody, legal ages, and many other areas.

Learn More About the Most Sought-After and Controversial Legal Topics in the United States

For the first time ever, the National Survey of State Laws will be available in a online database format! This database is derived from Rich Leiter’s National Survey of State Laws print editions which, over the years, have provided an overall view of some of the most sought-after and controversial legal topics in the United States.

The topics featured in NSSL fall into eight general legal categories: Business and Consumer Laws; Criminal Laws; Education Laws; Employment Laws; Family Laws; General Civil Laws; Real Estate Laws; and Tax Laws. Within each category, topics are arranged alphabetically and presented in their own subsections. Each section begins with a general overview followed by a table that briefly summarizes each state’s statutes on particular aspects of the law. References to the statute or code section covering that law are also presented, enabling users who are interested in reading the original text to easily find it. The appendix, Statutory Compilations Used in This Book, provides the abbreviations and full names of each state code.

Browse Eight Major Legal Categories in a Digital Format for the First Time!

Users are able to make basic state-by-state comparisons of current state laws. The current 7th edition, along with the 6th and 5th editions, are included in database format, which also allows users to compare the same laws as they existed in 2005, 2008 and 2015, and even more currently for laws added or updated in the database since 2015. All print editions are included in HeinOnline’s image-based, fully searchable, user-friendly platform. The NSSL database will be updated biannually as new laws are passed or updated.

Previous editions of NSSL have won numerous awards including, the 2003 Joseph L. Andrews Bibliographical Award, it was named one of the New York Public Library's Oustanding Reference Resources, the Wilson Library Quarterly's Field Tested Reference Resource and it has been cited by the Supreme Court multiple times. The National Survey of State Laws is a must-have for anyone looking for information on state-by-state laws.
Features of the NSSL Database:

For the first time ever, you can view and search the National Survey of State Laws in an online database format!

Searching: Use the main search bar and Advanced Search link to search the database.

Search by:
• Keywords
• Topic
• Code Section
• State
• Edition

Clicking a search result will pull the portion of the chart that pertains to the result. You can quickly compare laws by selecting the State Filter option. There is no limit to the number of states you can compare at a time. To change the states you are viewing or to choose more, simply select the desired states and click “Reapply State Filter”. You can also view how a law has changed over time from the previous edition of National Survey of State Laws. Click View Previous, which will include chart information from earlier available editions in the database.

Subject Compilations of State Laws linking

Cheryl Nyberg and Carol Boast Robertson's Subject Compilations of State Laws has long been recognized as the most comprehensive source for identifying thousands of articles, books, government documents, loose-leaf services, court opinions and Internet sites that compare state laws on hundreds of subjects. Linking is available to subscribers of HeinOnline's Subject Compilations of State Laws from the new NSSL database. Researchers will have instantaneous access to the more than 22,000 bibliographic records, many with extensive annotations.

Simply click "Related SCSL Subjects" located below the topic title and a dropdown will appear with links to SCSL subjects.

National Survey of State Laws Print Editions Online

All other print editions are included in the online collection fully searchable and browsable in HeinOnline's familiar image-based PDF format. To find all of the print editions of the National Survey of State Laws, click Browse Print Editions from the upper right side of the collection homepage. This will expand all editions and enable users to search within all volumes, create eTOC alerts for the title, and set up an RSS feed.
“This publication continues to be most useful for law libraries serving the public as well as for lawyers and judges who need to review more than one state’s laws. Especially helpful are both the criminal and civil statute of limitations. This book continues to be updated and expanded, making it an excellent addition to any law library, and even public law libraries.”

-19 Legal Information Alert 1, 20 (2000)
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Pricing

Print & Online Access:
This includes access to the print edition of the book and the online database with biannual updates. Access will last until the next edition is published (approximately 36 months).

1 Print Copy & Online Access for 1 Location.................................................................$225.00
1 Print Copy & Online Access for Multiple Locations..................................................$295.00
   Additional Print Copies............................................................................................$85.00

For more information about National Survey of State Laws, please contact the Marketing Department at marketing@wshein.com

For help getting started in the National Survey of State Laws, access the NSSL Quick Reference Guide here.